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Whatever Happened to Emmanuel? 

by Peter Keeda 

 

On kibbutz Kissufim his nickname was “Manual Labour”. In June 1967 Emmanuel 

left the comfort of his home in Chile to volunteer in Israel, at a time when it seemed 

that the Jewish Nation was once again under threat of annihilation. Together with 

two other young men from Chile, Bernardo and Alberto, Emmanuel, known as 

‘Manuel’, was sent to kibbutz Kissufim (כיסופים = yearnings) on the border with Gaza. 

Fifty-four years later no one can find him. Whatever happened to Emmanuel? 

 

The three Chilean volunteers met up on Kissufim together with other youthful 

volunteers from England, France, Germany, USA, Holland, Canada and a rowdy 

group from Australia. Altogether there were thirty-eight volunteers who were sent to 

this forlorn outpost on the border with Gaza. 

 

The Australians, fond of creating their own brand of rhyming-slang, were delighted 

when Manuel and his friends arrived – here was the personification of their enforced 

labour – and promptly gave him the nickname “Manual Labour”. There were several 

volunteers from USA and the most vocal of them, Phillip, was soon known as 

“Seppy”. Obvious, isn’t it? “Phillip-the-Yank” rhymes with ‘septic tank’ and why not 

just shorten it to “Seppy”? The unpopular young Kibbutznik, Amram, who 

demonstrated a distinct dislike for the volunteers was known amongst the volunteers 

as ‘Gorilla’, not in the least for his hairy appearance. 

 

In June 1967 Israel was not prepared for an influx of volunteers from overseas , a 

phenomenon which last occurred in the build-up to the Israeli War of Independence 

in 1948. Many thousands of young volunteers, mostly Jewish, arrived in Israel during 

June and July 1967 and within Israel there was considerable debate what to do with 

them. Was it merely a waste of energy and resources? It took about twelve months 

for the Israel bureaucracy to accept the notion of overseas volunteers and in the 
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following years, tens of thousands of ‘volunteers’ visited Israel on short-term visits, 

usually accommodated in kibbutzim.  

 

Many of the old-timers on the kibbutz were idealist who recognised the volunteers’ 

idealism and devotion, and many ‘adopted’ a volunteer. For those lucky enough to 

be allotted kibbutz ‘parents’ this was a great boon as it gave an opportunity to blend 

into the world of a kibbutz family. Forty-five years later, in 2011, a group of the 

volunteers visited Kissufim and met with one of the old-time members of the kibbutz, 

Yehuda, who had nothing but praise for the 1967 volunteers.  

 

“I know that our time in Kissufim had been a major event in our lives, but I hadn’t 

understood until this visit that it had been a major event [in] the Kibbutz members 

lives too. In fact, we had opened them up to the world beyond the kibbutz.” 

(Miriam/Leo) 

 

In 1951 Kibbutz Kissufim was established by a group of young Zionists from North 

and South America and despite the desperately hard work of its members, never 

really ‘made it’.  

 

“Kissufim was obviously a very poor kibbutz… Later I found out that it appeared 

dead last in their ranking of over 150 of their kibbutzim.” (Leo) 

 

As with the overall population in Israel, in the build-up and aftermath of what became 

known as ‘The Six Day War’, all the young men and many of the young women in 

the kibbutz were drafted into active army duty. Agriculture was the mainstay of 

kibbutz Kissufim, and the manpower drain was felt most acutely. The kibbutz had no 

idea that many young Jews had volunteered to help-where-they-could and so were 

somewhat bewildered when these thirty-eight young men and women turned up in 

dribs and drabs, at their doorstep to help out. None of the volunteers had any 

farming skills but the kibbutz was happy to accept their manual labour, picking fruit, 

weeding fields and other unskilled jobs around the kibbutz.  

 

“Kissufim still evokes for me many powerful memories of idealism, both that of 

the original founders, and of us as volunteers and others who came before and 
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after us. I also recall a sense of a less than open-armed welcome and embrace 

by the kibbutzniks of the motley, jet-lagged, bunch of kids/almost adults from 

down-under …” (Alexi) 

The Aussies arrived on the kibbutz in several groups and most of the nineteen had 

arrived from Sydney as members of the Zionist Youth Movement, Betar . One 

narrative is that because the volunteers had seemingly declared their loyalty to this 

right-wing ideology, the Israeli officialdom, mostly left-wing bureaucrats, sent these 

members of Betar to this miserable outpost.  

 

“On the 9th June 1967, during what became known as Israel’s 6 day war, the first 

group of volunteers from Australia departed for Israel. The group consisted of 17 

medical practitioners and three “ambulance drivers”. The “ambulance drivers 

were Geoff, Peter and me. The reason we were labelled “ambulance drivers” 

was for the media and to satisfy the Jewish communal organizations who had 

put up numerous hurdles to stop us from volunteering … a short time later, the 

next contingent of volunteers from Australia arrived and again, they had admitted 

to the Jewish Agency that we were members of Betar, the Agency sent them to 

another god forsaken kibbutz, west of Be’ersheva, Kibbutz Kissufim.” (Ed) 

 

Mike from the UK turned up in Kissufim with his own car, an unknown luxury on the 

impoverished kibbutz. Mike soon became a celebrity, not only for his pleasant 

character but also on the off-chance of maybe getting a lift with him. The only modes 

of transport on the kibbutz were tractor for work, and bicycle for recreation. As a 

volunteer, if your ‘adopted kibbutz parents’ allowed you to use their bicycle you were 

indeed privileged. Mike also gained celebrity status  by bringing with him the newly 

released Beatle’s album, Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. Together with 

the then current Israeli hits, including ‘Golden Jerusalem’ ( זהב של  ירושליים ), the tracks 

of Sergeant Pepper’ were constant companions. Whoever thought that 54 years later 

we would reminisce about “When I’m Sixty-four”?!! 

 

Ros and Geoff met on the kibbutz and in 2021 are still married with a string of 

thirteen children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren. Ros went to Kissufim as a 

bit of lark, together with her close friends Mavis and Angela (aka Angie). These three 

Londoners had planned a holiday in Israel and had bought plane tickets when the 

Six Day War broke out. Determined to make good on their plane tickets the 
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threesome decided to continue with their holiday plans and when they arrived in 

Israel were summarily sent to kibbutz Kissufim. At Kissufim Ros met Geoff, a fifth-

generation Australian, and they soon became an ’item’; two years later they were 

married, lived in UK for a while and eventually ended up in Australia where they grew 

their large family. 

 

On Kissufim it was Geoff who coined the phrase ‘hee tapuchim’ ( תפוחים היא ) which is 

a literal translation of the Aussie expression “she’s apples”, meaning “that’s OK”. The 

Israelis couldn’t understand: there were no apples grown on the kibbutz and ‘hee 

tapuchim’ was both linguistic and literary nonsense.  

 

Australian Phillip (not to be confused with ‘Seppy’, the American) met American 

Stephanie and several years later they married in USA and had a ‘wonderful 

marriage’ (Phil) for 42 years until Stephanie’s premature death. There were several 

other liaisons amongst the kibbutz volunteers, but much water has passed under the 

bridge since then and better not to disturb those peaceful waters … 

 

“And I remember being enamoured with a certain kibbutznik and he with me – 

whatever love meant at that tender, innocent age of discovery of the world, of 

ideas, ideals and self.” (Alexi)  

 

Fella relates how she got to Israel – 

 

“In 1967 I was living by myself, in London studying for A-levels … My best 

buddies were two Jordanian guys, from Jerusalem no less, and I was so proud of 

myself for not feeling any prejudice. We studied, listened to music and they 

recited Rumi [ed: a Persian poet] to me. From the moment the war broke out in 

Israel, horrified to my bones, I was never without my transistor radio, cheering for 

every bit of Israel news, arriving at school with my fear for Israel, transformed 

into victorious elation, while they got increasingly morose and hostile. No more 

poetry and no more common ground. They worried about their relatives in 

Jerusalem, and I was scared that our precious Israel would get destroyed. All I 

could think of was to go to Israel to volunteer. A signature from a legal guardian 

was required, because I was only 19. My parents refused to sign for me. 

Holocaust survivors. They were far too scared. I told them that if in time of need 
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they would not let me show up for Israel, then they were never allowed again to 

mention Israel to me again. They signed. A good friend of theirs promised to help 

place me “far from the border”, at his daughter’s “very safe Kibbutz … not so far 

from Tel-Aviv.” And that is how I ended up at Kissufim, right next to Gaza.” 

 

Maria’s parents were also Holocaust survivors, and it must have also been heart-

wrenching for them to see their only daughter depart for what was a war zone. Aviva 

wanted to get to Vienna to spend some time with her cousin there. By volunteering to 

Israel, she not only had her fares paid, but gained her ex-Viennese parents’ support 

and blessings. Siblings Miriam and Paul were the first Jews to be born in Australia’s 

capital city, Canberra. Thirty years earlier their father had fled the Nazis in 

Czechoslovakia but gave his children full support with these words: “If I was younger, 

I would join you”. 

 

The members of Betar Sydney had quite a struggle to get to Israel as the Sydney 

Zionist ‘establishment’ were not interested in sending youngsters, regardless of their 

enthusiasm and commitment. After several such rebuttals Peter went on a fund-

raising campaign and raised enough for 8-10 air tickets. The shit-hit-the-fan when 

the ‘establishment’ learned of this independent initiative, as fundraising, so they 

thought, was their exclusive domain. Leo & Peter negotiated with the ‘oldies’ and a 

compromise was reached: Peter would hand over the money and in return they 

would finance the air fares for a ‘number of volunteers’. In the end, nineteen 

volunteers from Betar Sydney went and a few months later a similar group from 

Habonim left for kibbutz Yizrael.  

 

“Despite huge and frequently vociferous arguments the [ed: Jewish] community 

managed to organize several huge rallies in support of Israel both in the City and 

Bondi Junction.“ (Leo) 

 

The Australian government was ambivalent, on the one hand showing flexibility in 

the interpretation of the rules governing University scholarships but on the other 

hand  

“… had placed restrictions on travel to the area. To overcome this Zvi, Ed, George 

and Leo devised a cover story that we needed passports to travel to a skiing 
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contest in Central Europe. Since our names were Berkovic, Adamek, Berkovitz 

and Rogovin we had no trouble convincing the relevant authorities and received 

passports without delay.” (Leo) 

 

Ros, Paul and Geoff recall  

 

“When we arrived at Kissufim, we found that the volunteers had been allocated 

to the only viable accommodation – abandoned huts that had previously been 

the homes of the kibbutz members, now “slightly” dilapidated, and now due for 

demolition. Mind you, after a short time and a little effort, the odd piece of 

“liberated” furniture, and plenty of enthusiasm, the volunteers made them quite 

comfortable.” (Geoff) 

 

 

Outside wooden hut accommodation 

 

Most of the young volunteers had interrupted their university studies to volunteer and 

so while they brought few agricultural skills, most were intelligent and (reasonably) 

well-mannered. The kibbutz fields desperately needed ploughing and it was soon 

recognized that three of the Australian volunteers knew how to drive tractors.  
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“The cotton fields needed weeding; the wheat and cotton fields needed 

ploughing, fruit needed picking; and farm equipment needed repair. I felt 

immediately that we were needed, and it was not just a Farm Stay.” (Paul) 

 

 

 

They were sent to the fields – bordering on mined no-mans-land – and ploughed in 

day and night shifts with little or no security. Only days before the volunteers’ arrival 

a kibbutz tractor had been blown up on a land mine. Volunteer Dov earned his 

‘stripes’ while ploughing one night; hearing rustling in nearby bushes he emptied his 

revolver magazine into the shadows. Next morning on returning to the kibbutz, he 

related his story, and they went to investigate. He had eliminated an unfortunate 

hedgehog. … 
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Security on the kibbutz … 

 

Many of the volunteers developed a life-long aversion for mish-mish (מישמיש= 

apricot) as they spent endless hours in the broiling sun picking them. Most of the 

jobs were boring and repetitive, not exactly the sort of stimulus that university 

students would enjoy.   

 

“One of our first jobs was weeding in the cotton fields. It was pretty tough yakka 

and extraordinarily hot. Koki was our boss & … certainly not giving us enough 

breaks in those conditions. So, as good Aussies we did what good Aussies do 

and went on strike (שביתה). During our sit down Clara, a larger than life 

character, treated us to a Sofie Tucker song “Nobody loves a fat girl, but oh, how 

a fat girl can love” (Maria) 

 

“The heat and boredom were broken by us singing black slave freedom songs 

like Go down Moses, Swing Low Sweet Chariot especially to annoy the kibbutz 

supervisors…” “My work at the kibbutz was pretty much boring ... We began in 

the orchards picking apricots, eating more than we should have and never eating 

again for years afterwards. Transportation on the open trailer pulled by a tractor 

every morning.” (Miriam) 

 

“Our labour of exhausted dawn rising, picking fruit, mainly apricots, early in the 

day, then later carefully selecting and packing them into crates - held a higher 

purpose. “ (Alexi) 
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Off to work … hopefully …  
 

“Ros managed to convince the Kibbutz nurse/medic (Miriam) to give her a job as 

her assistant in the Kibbutz medical station. Miriam drove a hard bargain – she 

would only take Ros on if she agreed to clean the volunteer toilets … the deal 

was done, and for the rest of 1967, the Kissufim volunteers had the cleanest 

toilets in the whole of Israel.” (Ros, Paul, Geoff) 

 

With the support of the Jewish Agency the kibbutz organised some ‘tiyullim’  (טיולים = 

trips) for the volunteers which were memorable events. One was to an 

archaeological site inside Gaza where the kibbutz archaeologist revealed the mosaic 

floor of a sixth century synagogue. 

 

Synagogue mosaic of King David in Gaza1 

 
1 Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaza_synagogue 
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Not everyone was enamoured, and Ed was heard to declare: “What! not another 

Byzantine shit house!!”. 

 

Another tiyul took in the Holocaust memorial museum at kibbutz Lohamei Hagetaot 

( הגטאות לוחמי ) where all were deeply moved, especially some of volunteers who are 

the children of Holocaust survivors. 

 

On a tiyul to the West Bank the volunteers struck up a  conversation with the local 

Arabs some of whom expressed their misgivings that these Jewish youngsters had 

come to take their homes. A more humorous incident was the ‘Clara affair’. Clara, a 

well-proportioned young woman, found it too difficult to alight from the old army 

truck, which was the volunteers’ transportation, and so decided to stay on the truck. 

Two of the Aussie volunteers struck up a conversation with some of the local Arabs 

and unbeknown to Clara, offered her for sale!! Furious bargaining ensued but the 

final offer of US$2,000 was not accepted  …  

 

“When told the story Clara failed to appreciate the humorous side of the story” 

(Zvi) 

 

All the volunteers made ‘pilgrimages‘ to liberated/unified Jerusalem and were 

intoxicated by being able to touch ‘The Wall’, for Jews the holiest site from which 

Jews were barred and against which the Jordanians had erected a urinal. By the 

time the volunteers arrived the area had been cleared but, as can been seen from  

Fella’s photo below, not yet paved. 
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Paul, Leo, Miriam, Zvi and Peter visited Jerusalem together and stayed overnight at 

the Notre Dame Monastery (which “offers hospitality to pilgrims who come from all 

over the world”) and spent two enchanting days discovering the old city of 

Jerusalem, Mount Scopus and the Mount of Olives. 

 

 

Notre Dame Monastery 

 

Back at the kibbutz Miriam and Leo remember 

“The most amazing thing we discovered on our first day was that at the entrance 

to the dining hall there were taps for running water and gazoz (גזוז= soda). We 

couldn’t stop drinking it …. Really living in the lap of luxury.” 
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Ed recalls  

“… our diet consisted of dairy products, bread, sardines, salads and tiny olives. 

Meat was a luxury, and as such the only meat that was provided was boiled 

chicken which was only available to us if we were ill.” 

 

and Fella reminisces  

“Started my unfortunate smoking career with those crazy kibbutz cigarettes that 

made me cough my heart out, until I got used to smoking. Green package. 

Nadiv” 

 

 

Nadiv cigarettes  נדיב = ‘generous’  
which has the same linguistic root as ‘mitnadvim’  מתנדבים = volunteers 

Leo relates, however, that cigarettes were plentiful but not so matches; a barter trade 

developed paying for matches with cigarettes!  

 
Fella remembers -  

 “… there was singing almost every night - and Zvi played the guitar. We sang 

Erev Shel Shoshanim …. and “hem rochvim, levadam, sham ba vadi mul ha yam 

…” (Fella) 

and Ros recalls  - 

“Clara hysterically bemoaning how her breasts were getting larger and larger. 

All the girls piling on the kilos whilst the men wasted away.” (Ros) 
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2011 Reunion on Kibbutz Kissufim 

L to R: Rosalind, Geoff, Henry, Roz, kibbutznik, Leo, Zvi, Miriam, kibbutznik, Ed 

 
Memories for a lifetime were formed at Kissufim; memories of youth merging into 

adulthood, of friendships, of sharing and contributing … 

 

One question remains: Whatever happened to 

Emmanuel = נּוֵאל  ?    ’God is with us‘ = ִעמָּ
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Appendix 1   

 

Names of Participants in Kissufim  

 

From Australia 

Edwin Adamek; Zvi Berkovic; Henry Bishopverder; Roz Bishopverder; Peter Cohen 

(Keeda); Phillip Crant; Diane Fabian; Alexi Ferster (Marmot); Maria Fiszman (Price); 

David Golomb Z”L; Miriam Gottlieb (Barasch); Paul Gottlieb; Peter Klein; Clara 

Kosch Z”L; Les Lipman; Leo Rogovin (Regev); Dov Rosenfeld; Geoff Williamson; 

Aviva Ziegler. 

From the United Kingdom  

Derek; Rosalind Camlett (Williamson); Mike Hudson; Mavis Isador Z”L; Angela 

Shafer Z”L; Les Wagner (friend of Mike Hudson). 

From the USA 

Bill from Hawaii; Philip from Chicago (‘Seppy’ = septic tank, the Yank!); Randy; 

Stephanie – from USA (Crant) Z”L. 

From Chile 

Bernardo; Alberto Rubenstein (Tito); Emmanuel Smirnoff (‘Manual Labour’). 
 
From Canada 

Helen Brizzoni. 

 

From France 

Jean Claude. 
 
From Germany 

Fella Cederbaum. 

 

From Holland 

Arjen Keuskamp (Arieh) Z”L; Dutch couple? 
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Appendix 2   

 

Newspaper articles 

 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263004328?searchTerm=Australian%20Je
wish%20Times 

The Australian Jewish News Friday 2 June 1967, page 1 

 

  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263004328?searchTerm=Australian%20Jewish%20Times
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263004328?searchTerm=Australian%20Jewish%20Times
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https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263004334?searchTerm=Australian%20Je
wish%20Times 

The Australian Jewish News Friday 2 June 1967, page 2 

 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/131658934?searchTerm=Australian%20Je
wish%20Times 

The Canberra Times 6 June 1967 page 1 

 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263004334?searchTerm=Australian%20Jewish%20Times
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263004334?searchTerm=Australian%20Jewish%20Times
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/131658934?searchTerm=Australian%20Jewish%20Times
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/131658934?searchTerm=Australian%20Jewish%20Times
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https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263106350?searchTerm=Australian%20Je
wish%20Times 

 

The Australian Jewish Times 15 June 1967, page 2 

 

 

  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263106350?searchTerm=Australian%20Jewish%20Times
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263106350?searchTerm=Australian%20Jewish%20Times
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https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/page/29399484 

The Australian Jewish Times 15 June 1967 page 3 

 

  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/page/29399484
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https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/page/29399493 

The Australian Jewish Times 15 June 1967 page 12  

 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/page/29399493
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Sydney Jewish News 16 June 1967 page 3 
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https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263106459?browse=ndp%3Abrowse%2Fti
tle%2FA%2Ftitle%2F1694%2F1967%2F06%2F22%2Fpage%2F29399494%2Farticl
e%2F263106459 

  

 

Showing the Way – Youth volunteers leave – 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263106459?browse=ndp%3Abrowse%2Ftitle%2FA%2Ftitle%2F1694%2F1967%2F06%2F22%2Fpage%2F29399494%2Farticle%2F263106459
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263106459?browse=ndp%3Abrowse%2Ftitle%2FA%2Ftitle%2F1694%2F1967%2F06%2F22%2Fpage%2F29399494%2Farticle%2F263106459
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263106459?browse=ndp%3Abrowse%2Ftitle%2FA%2Ftitle%2F1694%2F1967%2F06%2F22%2Fpage%2F29399494%2Farticle%2F263106459
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“I am very proud of my generation,” Leo Rogovin, leader of the first volunteer youth 
group, said at a farewell reception last Sunday. 

“The tradition has to be carried not only in the state of emergency; Israel needs 
young people,” he said and expressed the hope that the Sydney Jewish youth would 
be good ambassadors of Australian Jewry. 

Leaders of the community and relatives and friends of the departing youth gathered 
at the Goodman Hall at Central Synagogue to bid farewell to the 27 young girls and 
boys who have since left Sydney and arrived in Israel to work in kibbutzim and 
factories. 

Amongst them were members of the Zionist youth organisations and children of 
communal leaders. 

Roland Gridiger, chairman of the Youth Emergency Committee, spoke on behalf of 
the youth who will stay behind. We hope to carry on with the work and hope to go to 
Israel on Aliyah, Sherut Ha’am and student academies, he said. 

Mr. G. Falk, president of the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies, wished them good luck 
and a safe return. 

Mrs. Hannah Kessler, Federal president of WIZO, spoke of the big contribution of 
the youth. 

Mr. H. B. Newman, senior citizen of the Sydney Jewish Community and vice-
president of the Zionist Council, presented members of the group with a token gift 
emphasising the significance of their venture. 

“From North to South, East to West, we are one people, the Jewish people, a great 
people,” he said. 
  

Leaving with the group were Henry Engelman, civil engineering student; David 
Gilomb, arts student; Klara Koch, secretary; Leo Rogovin, research clerk; Joseph 

Waks; Philippa Winstone, daughter of JNF State president of NSW; Betar leaders 

Henry Berkovitc. Paul and Miriam Gottlieb (brother and sister), Dov Rosenfeld; 
Habonim leaders Phillip Grant, Ludwig Kowalski, Peter Nothnian, Judith Widder and 

Karl Yorke: and B’nei Akiva leaders Sharon Eaton, Lynette Gordon. 
  

The group included Maria Fiszman, daughter of Hakoah president; Alexandra 
Ferster, daughter of the president of the NSW State Zionist Council: David Frankel; 
Bronia Gelber; Peter Klein, son of United Israel Appeal chairman; Niona Levy, from 
the B’nai B’rith youth; Les Lipman; Leslie Muller, daughter of the president of the 
B’nai B’rith District Grand Lodge of Australia and New Zealand; Warwick Pollard and 

Aviva Ziegler. 
  

The group left Sydney on the first direct flight of BOAC to Lydda since the crisis. 
  

Picture shows Leo Rogovin, leader of the group of young volunteers at the Goodman 
Hall last Sunday when they were farewelled by leaders of the Jewish community, 
with Mr. B. Ferster, Mr. H. B. Newman, Mr. F. Adel (half obscured) and Mr. G. Falk. 
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https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263107128?searchTerm=Jewish%20News
%20volunteers%201967 

The Australian Jewish News Friday 3 August 1967, page 1 

 

 

 

 

  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263107128?searchTerm=Jewish%20News%20volunteers%201967
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263107128?searchTerm=Jewish%20News%20volunteers%201967
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https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263112207?searchTerm=miriam%20gottli
eb 

The Australian Jewish News Friday 18 July 1968, page 5 

 

  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263112207?searchTerm=miriam%20gottlieb
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263112207?searchTerm=miriam%20gottlieb
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https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263112347?searchTerm=miriam%20gottli
eb 

The Australian Jewish News Friday 25 July 1968, page 1 

 

 

  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263112347?searchTerm=miriam%20gottlieb
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263112347?searchTerm=miriam%20gottlieb
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https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263022903?searchTerm=Jewish%20News
%20volunteers%201967 

The Australian Jewish News Friday 20 December 1968, page 23 

 

  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263022903?searchTerm=Jewish%20News%20volunteers%201967
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263022903?searchTerm=Jewish%20News%20volunteers%201967
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https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263190170?searchTerm=Jewish%20News
%20volunteers%201967 

The Australian Jewish News Friday 1 August 1985, page 4 

 

Sydney Jewish history through Board Leader’s eyes (excerpt) 
  

“Undoubtedly, the hardest work came during the period of the Six-Day War Emergency 

Campaign, when the Board of Deputies swung into immediate and effective action. “We 

organised a meeting at the Central Synagogue, which attracted more than 6000 people, and an 

action committee consisting of presidents of more than 50 organisations. “We attracted 

considerable funds both from the Jewish and general community and processed more than 

400 volunteers for Israel (133 of these being non-Jewish,” Gerald said. 

  

“Within 14 days, 73 medical team volunteers were sent from Sydney to Israel. 

“It was an arduous time for the community, but we proved our strength and in this regard the 

invaluable assistance of Sir Asher Joel, Syd Einfeld and the late Louis Klein and the 

communal professional staff co-ordinated by Vera Doff of the State Zionist Council had to be 

seen to be believed,” he said. 
 

  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263190170?searchTerm=Jewish%20News%20volunteers%201967
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/263190170?searchTerm=Jewish%20News%20volunteers%201967
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https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/261601064?searchTerm=Jewish%20News
%20volunteers%201967 

The Australian Jewish News Friday 1 February 1991, page 10 
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